The European Union (EU) is at the crossroads. While populist movements and parties are questioning its value European Leaders struggle with embracing a positive common vision of the EU’s future that resonates with its citizens. Can the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development with its 17 Goals (SDGs) adopted in 2015 by all 193 UN Member States provide a roadmap also for the future of the EU? The 2030 Agenda and its SDGs set quantitative targets for 2030 covering economic development, social inclusion, and environmental sustainability. The European Union and its member states have committed to these Goals but have not taken bold actions needed for their achievement, like the alignment of both their strategies and budgets with the SDGs. Some of Europe’s most pressing socio-economic priorities and challenges including rising inequalities, youth unemployment, and climate change are covered under the Goals, making it imperative for the EU to commit and invest seriously into their achievement, while at the same time leading the global movement towards the 2030 Agenda. The upcoming elections to the European Parliament in 2019, the next Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF) covering the decisive years 2021-2027, and the formation of the next EU Commission are the EU’s last opportunity to lay the ground for a sustainable future in Europe.

**17:30 – 18:00 Keynote**

**Gesine Schwan**, President of the Humboldt-Viadrina Governance Platform; Co-Chair SDSN Germany

**18:00 – 19:30 Panel discussion**

**Barbara Caracciolo**, Solidar, SDG Watch Europe

**Dirk Messner**, Director of the Institute for Environment and Human Security, United Nations University

**Jan Pettersson**, Director, Gothenburg Centre for Sustainable Development; Co-Chair SDSN Northern Europe

**Gesine Schwan**, President of the Humboldt-Viadrina Governance Platform; Co-Chair SDSN Germany

**Timotej Šooš**, National Coordinator for the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Republic of Slovenia

Moderated by **Patrick Leusch**, Head European Affairs, Deutsche Welle

**19:30 Reception**

For further questions and late registration contact enopsdsn@sdsngermany.de. For more information on the work of ENoP and SDSN, please visit the websites www.enop.eu and www.unsdsn.org